
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Dear Members, 
 
After our last General Meeting in November 2011 we started our planned winter activities, which consisted 
in contacting possible sponsors, preparing projects, talking to stakeholders in Dalyan, meeting responsible 
people in the administrations, evaluate the past season and reorganize our activities where needed to be more 
effective. 
 
In brief: 
 
November: 
*Information and exchange meeting with national HAYTAP Representatives in Dalyan.  
Our President June Haimoff was awarded with a plaque for her environmental work.  
The HAYTAP Representatives promised further cooperation and support whenever needed and possible.  
 
*Meeting with the Dalyan Boat Cooperative about our Propeller Guard Project. 
 
*Consultations with Master Faik Cihan regarding propeller guard design and pricing/unit, fitting included; 
order of 90 propeller guards. 
 
*First Newsletter published, planned to be published every 4 months. 
 
*Meeting with TANTUR representatives with concrete results, as: 
TANTUR will only use propeller-guarded boats for tourism, will communicate this with Dalyan Boat 
Cooperative, will not take part in Turtle Watch Tours in which turtles are fed, will visit dolmuş side of beach 
(Hut and DEKAMER) with their special “Turtle Bus”, which will carry logos of Foundation and 
DEKAMER. 
 
*Ongoing communication and preparation of the TUI/ Futouris (Production of print material) and British 
Embassy Projects (propeller guards).  
 
December: 
*Participation in Dalyan Christmas and New Year’s Fair. 
 
*Approval of the two applied projects by TUI Futouris and the English Embassy in Ankara. 
 
*Extra support and sponsoring for propeller guards from Dutch DTP@Work. 
 
January: 
*Our opened court case to move the foundations address to Dalyan has been postponed by the judge’s 
decision to forward the matter to a court in Denizli, where the final change should take place in June. 
 
*Publishing of the 2nd newsletter. 
 
*The Çandar Boat Cooperative shows interest in our Propeller Guard Project. 
 
February: 
*Meeting with TANTUR Sarıgerme branch Manager Gökay Yenidoğan, results: 
TANTUR will pre-finance four electric boats for Brilliant Tours, 
Request to inform representatives at TUI assembly in March/April, 
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Request for suitable turtle video to be played for tourists in the bus, 
Request for suggestions for sponsoring initiatives related to sustainable tourism for the Dalyan municipality, 
Request for suggestions for an educational program for schools. 
 
March: 
*Addressing private boatmen and agencies about propeller guard project.  
 
*Publicity by flyers and social media (YouTube and Facebook) 
 
*Discussion and design of a higher resolution and more versatile logo, supported by Eefsting Druk Grafische 
Specials/ NL. 
   
*Meetings with ÖÇKK, Dalyan Municipality and private land owners to get Hut relocated to a more suitable 
spot. 
 
April:  
*Tea party at Gülay’s for foundation volunteers. 
 
*Active participation and addressing meeting of Dalyan Boat Cooperative. 
 
*Presentation of KJF activities in Dalaman for approx. 45 TUI UK representatives.   
 
*PR action for KJF by a sportsman canoeing down from Kocaeli to Dalyan beach for environmental 
awareness and species protection. 
 
May: 
*Moving “Kaptan June’s Hut” to a more suitable place in accordance with the municipality of Dalyan. 
 
*Contracting of a professional accountant for tax matters and bookwork of the foundation. 
 
*Ongoing bureaucratic preparations to set up a business in the near future. 
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